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In 1965, Chowla and Walum conjectured that, C,,,(x) := Cnc,,q n”P,(x/n) = 
o(x”l’ + 114 te ) holds for each E > 0 and x + co, where integers a > 0 and k > 1 are 
given and P, is the periodic Bernoulli function of order k. Recently, the authors 
established this conjecture in case k > 2 and a > 4 with E = 0 while if a = $, with a 
log factor. In this paper, it is proven that the conjecture, in case Ial < $. k = 2, is 
true “on average.” c 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As an extension of the Dirichlet divisor problem, Chowla and Walum (cf. 
[ 4] and also [ lo]) conjectured that as x --t co 
holds for every E > 0, where integers a > 0 and k > 1 are given and 
Pk(x) = B,(x - [xl) is the periodic Bernoulli function of order k. The special 
case a = 0, k = 2 of this was also proposed by Chowla (cf. [3, pp. 90-911). 
Recently, the authors [lo] considered Ga,Jx) for real a and, in particular, 
established the truth of a stronger form of this conjecture in case a > f, k > 2 
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and obtained only weaker but non-trivial results in case 0 < a < 4, k > 2. 
More precisely, it has been shown that for k > 2 
G&x) = qx@+ 114) if a > 1, 
= O(x’i2 log x) if a=;, (2) 
= 0(x (4l7-t3)/10 > if O<a < $. 
While it is well known due to Landau [ 141 that (1) in case k = I is 
concerned with the classical Dirichlet divisor problem, the authors, in ] 12 ], 
demonstrated a close relationship between the sum Go,2(~) and R(x, r). Here 
R(x, r) denotes the non-trivial error function in the asymptotic expansion of 
Cn.,x (x’- nr) a-,(n), where a-,(n) = xdln d-‘. The function was 
previously studied extensively by Wigert [23], Landau [13, 151, Ramanujan 
[18], Wilson [24], Walfisz [21] and Peng [17]. We remark parenthetically 
that in [ 12) we shall achieve some refinements over the results due to Wilson 
[24] and Landau [15]. 
In this paper, we consider the sum G,.,(x) for a < $. The main result of 
the paper is contained in Section 3, where we prove that Chowla and 
Walum’s conjecture in case Ial ( f, k = 2 and a fortiori Chowla’s conjecture 
is true “on average.” The proof goes on the lines of Hardy [9] and rests on a 
series representation for Ga,2(~), which is established in Section 2; we also 
state some Q-results obtainable from a general theorem of Hafner [6, S] and 
ours [ 121 together with the relation between Ga,2(~) and R(x, r). Our results 
suggest that the conjecture (1) in case a < 4, k = 2 is as deep as the Dirichlet 
divisor problem. 
2. SERIES REPRESENTATION 
First, we introduce some notation, recall some known results and prove 
some lemmas needed in the discussion. 
Let d(n) = o,(n) denote the number of divisors of n and for x > 1 write 
d(x) = c d(n) - x(log x + 2y - l), (3) 
n<x 
where y denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant. We write [ to denote the 
Riemann zeta-function defined by C;(s) = CFZ, KS for Re s > 1 and its 
analytic continuation. The order constants in this section refer to the passage 
asx-tao. 
LEMMA 1 (cf. [ 19, p. 2791). Let f be an arithmetical function and 
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suppose that C nGXf(n) = g(x) + E(x), where g(x) is thrice continuously 
differentiable and g (3) has constant sign for x > 1. Then 
n)‘x E(n) = *g(x) + (+-P,(x)) E(x) +,: E(t) dt - p2(x)2gl(x) 
, 
+ O(l gyx)l + 1). 
LEMMA 2. (cf. [ 19, p, 2821). For jr1 < 3, r # 0, -1, we have 
,$, (x - n) a,(n) = ‘(I - r, x2 - S(-r)x + i(r + 1) 
2 2 , (r + l)(r + 2) Xr+2 
X3/4tr/2 
+ 2Wn2 .f,(471x “2) + o(x”4+“* + l), 
where 
f,(x) = f ny;Jf!,2 sin (x12’/* - $1 . 
tl=l 
LEMMA 3 (cf. [ 12, Lemma 21). For r # 0, -1, we have 
+5(1 -r>x-x’G_,,,(x)-G,,,(x) 
+ +xr-’ G,-,*,(x> - qL - {p2(x’l*) + p;(p)} x”2 
+ qxcr- I)/* + x’-*(log xyy, 
where 6(r) = 1 or 0 accord&g as r = 3 or not. 
LEMMA 4 (cf. [ 19, pp. 279-2801). It holds that 
nTXd(n)=+xlogx+ (y-$) x+&f0(47tx’12) 
, 
+ (&Pl(X)) d(x) + OV). 
LEMMA 5. We have 
(4) 
C n-‘=logx+y- $J P,(x)n-lx-” + 0(x-y. 
n<x n=l 
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Proof By Euler-Maclaurin’s sum formula (cf. [20, p. 26]), we have 
A?‘= 
I- $ P,(l)K-jV P,(t)te6dt 
\ n=1 1 




the Lemma follows. 
LEMMA 6. For reals a, b and positive integral r, write 
J:\(X) = s: t”G,,,(t) dt. Then for positive integral m we have 
J:‘(x) = + $I C--1)‘-’ xb-‘+’ Go+,.r+,@) 
(5) 
where B, is the nth Bernoulli number defined by z/(e’ - 1) = CFzO B,/n! 2”. 
A Iso 
Further, if m > max(a + 2b + 2, b), then 
J:,‘,“.\-,(x)= 2 nutbtl/a tb-mP,+,(t)dt + O(X’~~~~~~~““‘). (7) 
n=l n 
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Proof: We have 
say. Since 
I ’ P,(u) du = V’r, ,(o> - B,, 1 l/P + I>, 0 
we find, on integrating by parts, that for b f 0 
I,,, := IbJx, n) = 
b -- I 
r+ 1 b-l,r+l’ (9) 
By induction we arrive at 
lb., = + g1 WY & , ]P?+[ (X)($)b+‘p’-Br+,nb-‘ilj 
(b), 
+ (--‘jrn (,. + m>, zb-m,r+m+ 
where (a),=a(a-- l)...(a--n+ 1). Thus 
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so that (5) follows from (8). Since trivially 
btl 
we obtain 
J;;;,;~~(~>= 0 Xb+l-m x na+m + x ,p+*b+*-m , 
n<x’f2 12 ( x ’ ‘1 




24 b-m P,(u) du = o(xbpm), 
x 
(7) follows and this completes the proof of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 7. We have 
d(x) = -2G,,,(x) +; - 2P2(x”*) - fP3(x1’*)x-“* - +P&‘*)x-’ 
+ o(xp3’*). 
ProoJ By a familiar argument, we have 
.xX 0) = ,;, 1 = 2 ng,, [+I - V212 
\ \ 
= 2x )-’ n-’ - 2G,,,(x) - [x”‘]([x”‘] + 1) 
n<x’/z 
= x(log x + 2y - 1) - 2G,,,(x) - 2P,(x”*) x1’* - P2(x”*) 
- +p,(xl”) x-1/* -;P,(x’:*)x-’ + 2p,(x”*) x1’* 
(11) 
- P:(x’:*)-+I +++o(x-5’2), 
I 
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where we used Lemma 5 and the relation P*(x) = P:(x) - l/12. On 
comparing the above with (3), we obtain the Lemma. 
LEMMA 8. It holds that 
I 
xl/2 
Xd(t)dt=+-G,,2(x)-- 6 {P,(x”‘) + 8P,(x”*)} + O(1). 
I 
Proof. By Lemma 6 and (lo), we have 
J;~~(x)=-~+~G,~~(x)+~~“~ Pl(x”2) + O(l), 
z,,2(x”2, 1) =fPj(xi~2)X1~2 + O(l), 
z,,,(x”2, 1) = O(1) and 41.4(x”2, 1) = O(1). 
Substituting these in 
I 
x d(t) dt = -2J;lJx) + $ - ~z,,,(x”~, 
1 
1) - ;I,,,(xi,?, 1) 
- 4J.,(x”2, 1) + O(l), 
which is a consequence of Lemma 7, we obtain the Lemma. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section, 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that -f < a < i. Then, as x --f co, 
Xa/2 + l/4 
G,.,(x) = - 2,,2n2 fl-,(47rx”‘> + O(X"'*+"~). 
Proof We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. (a = 1) We take f(n) = d(n), g(x) = x(log x + 2y - 1) and 
E(x) = d(x) in Lemma 1 and use Lemma 8 to arrive at 
zXd(n)=+xlogx+ 
, 
(Y-+)X+ (tp,(x,) d(x)-G,.,(x) 
xl/2 
- 6 {P,(x”‘) + SP,(x”‘)} - + P2(x) log x + O(1). 
The assertion follows on comparing this with the conclusion of Lemma 4. It 
may be noted that, in this case, we obtain the more precise estimate 0(x”‘) 
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for the error function and also that the exponent i appearing here is the best 
possible. 
Case2. (-+ < a < $, a # 1) Lemma 6 with m = 2,2 and 1 in turn. 
yields, for -4 < r < 3, r # 0, that 
yl’+2)/2 
J”:.~(x)=~G,-~,2(x)-~xr-‘G,~,,,(x)- . 12(r + 2) + w(r+‘)‘2), 
J:f&> = + G,, I,*(x) - 
,‘I;:‘p;) + qx”+ W) 
and 
J’2’ 
I-r.r-,(x1 =fC2 G,-,,,(x) + O(X"+"'~). 
Also, by (8), (9) and (1 l), we have 
1 x t”2P2(t”2) dt I 
= =,+ ,,2(x”2, 1) 
= f (P&/2) #+ I)/* - B3} - 2(r; l) 1,,&‘/2, 1) 
= q/t lJ/2)* 
Consequently, by Lemma 3, we obtain for -4 < r,< 3, r# 0, 
I = 0 ~- o,(n) dr = 
0 + 1) 
1 nst (Y+ l)(r+2) Xr+2 
+ 81 -r> 
2 
x2 -‘fG ‘(+) x- 
2 i I 
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C(r + 1) = 
(r + I)(r + 2) Xr+Z + 
((1 -r> ** 
2 
Q-r) *-EG 
2 2 1 -r,*(x) 
r+l,2(~) + +xr-’ G2-r-j(x) + O(X(‘+‘)‘~). 
On comparing this with the conclusion of Lemma 2, we conclude that for 
-f<r<+,r#O, 
;r G -- I-r.2@) -+ G,, ,,d*) + +I Gz-r,3(~> 
= x;::g:, f,(47@) + 0(x”+ 1”2), 
G 1~r.2(*) +~-~G,+,.z(x) 
= - X3/4-rl2 2 ,,*z* fr(47rx”*) f 0(x” -)‘*), 
where we used (2). Replacing r by 1 - a and again using (2), we complete 
the proof. 
THEOREM 2. (cf. [2, Theorem 3.2; 8, Theorems A and B; and 
12)). With some positive absolute constant c we have 
G, ,2 (x )  = 0, xd2+ l/4 exp 
I  
c (log log x) 
1/4-a/2 
(log log log x)3’4-r’2 
a/*+ 112 =0(x ) 
(1121) -2<a<-4 
(trivial) 
G,,,(x) = R, {x0’*+ 1’4(log x)“~-O’*)} 




G,,,(x) =.+(x~‘~+~‘~ (log~)“~-~‘*} (181) O<a<4 
zQ_ 1 xa/2+1/4e,p c i (log log X)1+‘* (log log log X)3+a’* 11 
= 0(x (4a+3)/10 > 
([121) o<a<+ 
(Eq. (2) of thispaper) 
lim inf x- 1’4 G0,2(~) = -co ([ill) x-cc 
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G ,,2,2(x) = f2+(x”’ log log x) (ISI) 
= 0(x l/2 log x) (Eq. (2) of this paper) 
G,,,(x) = Q * (x”~ + “4) 
a/2 t 114 =0(x ) 
(Ill) t<a<i.afl. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the relation between G,,,(x) and 
R(x, r), and on the Q-results for R(x, r) corresponding to the above, which 
are consequences of a more general theorem. These will be discussed in ] 12 ]. 
3. ON THE AVERAGE 
Throughout this section, we suppose that x > 0, 0 < E < 1 and la] < i. 
Further, J,, Y, and K, denote the Bessel functions of order V, usually so 
designated (cf. [22, pp. 40, 62-64, 78 and 801). It is known (cf. [ 22, p. 1991) 
thatforRev>-+,(argz]<7r/2andz-+co 
J,(z)= ($)“‘cos j;+q +0(Izl-3’2), 
Y”(z)= (:)“‘sin (z-y-+) +O(~Z(~~‘~). (13) 
LEMMA 9 (cf. [ 19, p. 2821). Write 
W,(x) = cos (~~)Ja+2(x)-sin (qn)/ Yo+2(x)-$Ko+2(~)( . 
Then as x--, co 
W,(X)= ($)“‘sin (x-T) +O(x-3/2). 
LEMMA 10 (cf. [ 16, Theorem 51). For la) < 4, the series En”= 1 (u,(n)/ 
n’+“‘) W,(47m”’ x1’*) converges uniformg on any finite interval in x > 0. 
LEMMA 11 (cf. [9, Lemma 2.2421). Each of the two series 
02 
,Ti, (mn)O(rn;’ + n’12) ’ 
cc 
mzzl (mn)4 ,,‘,/’ - n’/*I 
?ll#ll 
converges if and only if/3 > 3. 
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LEMMA 12 (cf. [9,Lemma2.25]). Let (a,}Tzl be a complex sequence 
and write 
S(x)= x a,, S,(x) = c (x - n)“u,. 
i,<X n<x 
Suppose that there exists a 6 > 0 such that for 0 < E < 1 and as n + og 
$, (S,(i))’ = Wn”). 
Then 
LEMMA 13. For x > 0, write 
K(X) =!‘,’ (1 - u*)‘--I u5’2pae’xu du. 
Then for anyfixed E, 0 < E < 1, we have, as x-+ co, 
K(x)=2’-‘exp (i(x-~))x~“T(e)+O(x~‘-3. (14) 
Proof: Integrating the function (1 - u’)‘-’ u”~-~ eixu around the 
rectangle with vertices 0, 1, 1 + iY and Yi (suitably indented at 1) with a 
large Y and then letting Y tend to infinity, we obtain 
Since for t < x each of (1 t it/2x)E-’ and (1 t it/x)5’2-0 is 1 + O(t/x), we 
have 
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Clearly, 
The Lemma follows on substituting these results in (15). 
LEMMA 14. The series 
converges for x > y > 0, 1 a 1 < i and 0 < E < 1. Denoting the sum function by 
S(y), we have, further, that there exists a 6 > 0 such that S(y) = O(y’) as 
y+o+. 
Proof: We write 
a,(n) 
= .gm, + ze,) ... = S’(Y) + UYL (16) 
. 
say, supposing for the moment the convergence of the latter. Since 
a,(n) = qp+lal)/Z+v) 
for each q > 0, we find, for y < 1, that 






o (x-t)‘-’ r3/4mai2 dt 
i 
= 0 y7/4-a/2 x n-5/4+1al/2+7i = ,qJ,‘/4--a12). 
fl,<y-’ 
(171 
Turning to S,(y), we write 
S,(y)= x 
a,(n) .v 
s/4 t a/2 s 
.++ dt 
tl>.” ’ n 0 
= &-, nppJ!n?i2 (j"" + ,:,i ... df 
= S,.,(Y) + S,.*(Y), (18) 
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say. Clearly 




-3tcat lol)/z+?j = o(yw7+I”l~/2-?7)~ 
(19) 
n>y-’ 
An application of the second mean value theorem yields 
Y  
,,n (X-t)‘-’ t3’4-aJ2 sin 4nn’12t’12 -$ 
i 
dt = O(y5/4-a12n~1/2)~ 
Hence by partial summation 
S,,,(y) = o(y2-(a+‘Q’)‘2-q). (20) 
Since Ia\ < f and v > 0 is arbitrary, the Lemma follows on collecting (16) 
through (20). 
LEMMA 15. Suppose (al < f and 0 <E < 1. Then as x+ 00 
s x {@c,,(t) I 
I}’ dt = 0c;21 -X3/2-at&+ qx2-a+9, 
where 
@,,,(x) = E 
I 




@Ax> = x;::;;:2 f,(4?rx”2), (22) 
fa being given by (4), fi = 5 - a + E, d = -2 --II2 - + 2- &I-( 1 + E) and 
C = i<j t a + 6) C”($ t c) C($ - a + &)/2[(5 + 2~). 
Prooj From Lemmas 9 and 10, the series 
f 
II=1 
ny$Tj,2 sin (xn112 -T) 
converges uniformly on any finite interval in x > 0. Thus by (21), (22) and 
Lemma 14, we obtain 
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0 (n> @E.a(x)=E 2 n5;+a,Z n=l 
X 
I 
0‘ (x - f)‘--’ f3”-*” sin [4n(nr)“’ - $ 
1 I 
df 
= 2&4kmiE 5 fJ,(ff) 
n=1 
n5/4 + a/2 44ex)“‘X 
where h(x) = Im (e-“‘j4 
(14) 
K(x)}, K(x) being given as in Lemma 13. Hence by 
~PE,n(X)=-2-“2-&71-2-Er(l +&),y3'4--a-I2 u,a(X)+ ,(x1/4-a/2t&/2))(23) 
where 
~wsx) = 2 nl,4”;f:je),2 cos(4n@x)“2 + o), f$J= (1-226)*. (24) 
II=1 4 
Now by a result due to Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan (cf. 
[2, Theorem 7.2(b) and (c)l), we deduce that for 1 a / < $ and 0 < E < 1. the 
series 
c ua(n> y2t,t, nl+catE)lZ J (4z(nx)“‘) 
?I=1 2tat& 





n s/4 + (0 + &) / I  
sin (4z(nx)‘/2+@1}, (j+- (5/2+;+c)n, 
cos 
and consequently the series appearing on the right of (23), converge 
uniformly in any finite interval in x > 0. Hence by Lemma 11 
s 
x 




= cx + O 
Mf9 Q4 
x, n;l (mn)5/4t((I+E)/2(m1/2 + ,1/2) 
1 
( 
m 00 UC?@) O,(n) 
+ x, nixI (mn)wt(L?+w2 Im’l2 +pI 1 Vl#?l 
= cx + O(l), 
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where, by a well-known result due to Ramanujan, 
c = L 5 (y,(4)* = w/2 + a + e) c*w + E) w/2 -a + El 
2 n=, n i2+a+E 245 + 2E) 
Hence by writing 
T(x) = j: i0;;,,!f)‘2 dt = 2 i:” { U,,(t’)}’ dt 
and 
W> = j.' {U,,(t)}* dt, 
1 
we obtain, by integration by parts, that 
V(x) = cx + 0(x”*), 
i 
xt4{Ut.,(t)}2 dt= ’ - x4+ ’ + ,(,o+ I/*), 
I P-t1 
where /I = 3 - a + E. Also by (25) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we 
find 
i x I~e,,W I dt = O(x). I 
Hence by (23) 
jx {$,(t)}* dt = jr {dt4’* U,,(t) + O(t”4-0’2+ ““)}’ dt 
1 
cd2 =-x4+1 + qx4+‘9* 
P+1 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main results of the paper. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that Ia I< i and 0 < E < 1 are fixed. Then as 
X-+03 
x {G,,,(t)}* dt = O(X~‘~+‘+~). 
1 
Ml/20/2-2 
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Proof: By Theorem 1 and (24), we have, for -4 < a < 4, that 
G *pa,2(X) = -Q,(x) + o(x3’4-“!2). (26) 
Since IP,(x/n) - P2( [xl/n)1 < 4/n for all x and n, we have 
- I@,(x) - @),([xl>l = G,-,.,(x) - G,-,,,([x]) + 0(x3"-"') 
= “& nl-a p2 ($1 -P, p) 1 +0(x3/J-“/2) 
, 
= 0(x 3/4-a/2 1, (27) 
so that by (20) 
Q,,,(x) = E 
I 
x (x - t)‘-‘{@,([t]) + O(t3’4-a’2)} df 
0 
= zx (x - n)“a(n) + O(X~‘~-~‘* + 7, 
\ 
where a(n) = Q,(n) - @,(n - 1) for n > 1 
a(n) = O(n3’4-“2), 
with Q,(O)= 0. Since 
continuing the calculation, we find 
@dX> - @‘,.,(1x1)= 2 {(x-n)‘-- ([xl -n)“} a(n) 
nsx-I 
+ (x - (x])“a([x]) + O(X~/~-~/~+ 7 
= 0(x 3/4 pa/2 f 3. 
Thus by Lemmas 15 and 12, we have, as n -+ co, 
,$, {%,a(~)~2 = jr+’ P”,.,([~]>}‘dt= j:” {@,,,(t) 
+ O(r 3/4k/Z+e)/2 dt 
= O(n 5/2-a+* 93 
lgl { @,(i)}2 = o(n5’*-a+ 9 
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for each E > 0. Thus by (27) and (26) 
I 
nt1 
{CD,(~)}’ dt = O(n5’2-a+E), 
1 
I x (G,-.,,(t)}’ dt= O(X~‘~-~+‘), I 
whence follows the Theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that la / < f and E > 0 are arbitrary but fixed. 
Then as x-r co 
X PI X IG,,,(t)Idt = O(X~‘*+“~+~). 
1 
Proof: Follows from Theorem 3 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
Remark. As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 4 shows that 
Chowla and Walum’s conjecture in case la 1 < 4, k = 2, and a fortiori 
Chowla’s conjecture, is true “on the average.” Theorem 3 suggests the 
possibility of establishing a more detailed asymptotic formula for 
J‘: (G,,,(t)}2 dt as discussed by Cramer [S] and others in the case of the 
Dirichlet divisor problem and Gauss’ circle problem. We hope to return to 
this in a future article. 
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